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----Factual Questions----

1) I know of several books that teach to journey on your own, and this is a _______ _______ to learn.
Answer: great way

2) The shadow is your opposite of pleasure. It represents all of those _______ _______ that are not so
fun to experience.
Answer: negative emotions

3) Explain the following with an example: 'However, it certainly does help to categorize and describe the
different elements of personal spiritual awakening so you can understand signs and symptoms more and this is how I classify spiritual awakening. In this article, I'm going to share a sense of what I mean.'
Answer source: However, it certainly does help to categorize and describe the different elements of
personal spiritual awakening so you can understand signs and symptoms more - and this is how I classify
spiritual awakening. In this article, I'm going to share a sense of what I mean.For example, you may feel
that your body just has this "chickening" feeling when you're hungry or thirsty, for no apparent reason.

4) The most important part of _______ _______ is learning to take action on what we already know.
Answer: awakening consciousness

5) If you want more help, there are other _______ _______.
Answer: online teachers

6) Explain the following with an example: 'Other times your authentic light body has certain
frequencies.'
Answer source: Other times your authentic light body has certain frequencies.For example, a lot of
people who have experienced major life changes will be able to describe them by describing the changes
they underwent in their everyday frequency.

----Premium Questions----

7) What is a spiritual approach to life?
Answer: You take action rather than just waiting for it to happen.

8) What is a great way to learn on your own?
Answer: Several books.

9) What is the most important part of awakening consciousness learning?
Answer: To take action on what we already know.

----Interpretive Questions----

10) What is spiritual awakening?
Answer: one of the many great topics

11) What is one of the great topics?
Answer: Spiritual awakening

12) How many topics can you get into the article?
Answer:

13) What refers to the transformation stage of how your frequency has been altered or changed over
time?
Answer: Vibration

